Uni5 Infancy Day Care Center
[Uni5 integrated Montessori]
Theethipalayam-Coimbatore-640101
Montessori songs for infants and children

Ice cream ice cream
Sweet milky ice cream
Yummy yummy ice cream
Brownie brownie ice cream

Mango tree mango tree
Big greenish mango tree
Tall strong mango tree
Shady Cool mango tree

See the snake
See the snake
Don’t get afraid
See the snake
See the snake
Long brownie cobra snake
Bunchy bunchy coconuts
Bunchy bunchy palm fruits
Bunchy Bunchy date fruits

Bunchy bunchy beetle nuts
Gifted by our dear trees
For one and all.

Big red kite
Flying in the sky
Twisting its tail
Flying in the sky
Shining twine
Waving tail
Dear kite
Come back soon

Fatty greeny parrot
Sat upon a mango tree
Eating a sweety mango
Fatty greeny parrot
Sat on a tap
Drinking drops of water
Once upon a time
I had a tiny top
It spins
It hops
It slows down

And takes rest

Teddy bear Teddy bear
Drinking a mug of honey
Teddy bear teddy bear
Sleeping upon his tree
Teddy bear teddy bear
Playing with his friends

Sweety sugar
Spicey chilly
Soury salt
All makes the taste
For our tongue.

Around the moon
Around the moon
Watch the stars twinkling
Around the moon
Around the moon
Watch the comets roaming
Around the moon
Around the moon
Watch the clouds screening.

Rain rain come again
Little village wants to live
Trees and plants
Birds and animals
And all of us
Wants you to come again.

Bunny bunny rabbit
White spongy rabbit
Eating his carrots
Eating his juicy fruits
Bunny bunny rabbit
Fatty hopping rabbit
Waging his tiny tail!
With long big ears!

Scare crow scare crow
Standing in the farm
Scare crow scare crow
Waving his long hands
Scare crow scare crow
Shaking his hat and pants
In the western winds.

Lovely lovely umbrella
Fully colored umbrella
Caring us from rains
Lovely lovely umbrella
Fully colored umbrella
Caring us from sun

Cakes and buns
Chocolates and funs
Creams and puddings
Crispy chips and soups
All are fine
Available in my shop.

Lilly jasmine rose petals
Golden mary plain petals
Shining in the garden
Shining in the garden
When it rains
When it suns
All those blooms and smiles with fun.

